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Abstract. Telecommunication services are provided as the joint effort
of components, which collaborate in order to achieve the goal(s) of the
service. UML2.0 collaborations can be used to model services. Further-
more, they allow services to be described modularly and incrementally,
since collaborations can be composed of subordinate collaborations. For
such an approach to work, it is necessary to capture the exact depen-
dencies between the subordinate collaborations. This paper presents the
results of an experiment on using Use Case Maps (UCMs) for describing
those dependencies, and for synthesizing the state-machine behaviour
of service components from the joint information provided by the UML
collaborations and the UCM diagrams.

1 Introduction

Telecommunication services are provided as the joint effort of active objects,
which collaborate in order to achieve a goal for their environment. Initiatives may
originate from any side, be simultaneous and possibly conflicting. This is what
makes tele-services interesting, but at the same time particularly challenging to
design.

Traditional service engineering approaches have been object-oriented. They
have focused on modeling the total behaviour of objects, normally in terms
of state-machines. The disadvantage of focusing on the complete behaviour of
objects is that we only get a partial view of the services we want to design,
which makes it difficult to understand and analyze them. Since telecommunica-
tion services are the result of collaborations among objects pursuing a goal, a
collaboration-oriented approach to service engineering seems more suitable [1,2].
A collaboration view helps to see the service as a whole, to define what roles are
played by which objects, and to express what service goal combinations must be
met for the successful provision of the service.

UML2.0 collaborations [3,4] are intended to describe partial functionalities
involving interactions among participating roles played by objects. Therefore,
they fit well with our understanding of service. An interesting characteristic of
UML collaborations is that they can be bound to a specific context, becoming
collaboration uses, which in turn can be used in the definition of larger collabo-
rations. This feature enables a compositional and incremental design of services,



which is desirable, but which will only succeed if the dependencies between the
collaborations that are composed are explicitly captured [5].

This paper presents our approach to incremental service modeling using
UML2.0 collaborations and motivates the need for explicitly expressing collabo-
ration dependencies in this approach (see Sect. 2). It continues with the results
of an experiment on using Use Case Maps (UCMs) [6,7] for describing such de-
pendencies (see Sect. 3) and synthesizing the state-machine behaviour of service
components from the joint information provided by the UML collaborations and
the UCM diagrams (see Sect. 4). The paper finishes with a comparison between
our synthesis approach and other existing work (see Sect. 5), and with a sum-
mary of the presented work (see Sect. 6).

2 Goal-Oriented Service Collaborations

In our service engineering approach we model services by means of UML2.0 col-
laborations. They describe a structure of roles that collaborate to collectively
accomplish some task, that is, to achieve some goal. The collaboration roles
specify the properties that object instances must have in order to participate in
the collaboration. The UML standard allows to associate behaviour with collab-
orations in several forms, like, for example, as sequence diagrams involving the
collaborating roles, and as state-machines for the roles. Since our approach is
collaboration-oriented, we prefer to describe the behaviour of collaborations as
sequence diagrams that show the interactions between roles, rather than using
state-machines for the roles.

Fig. 1 shows a UML collaboration diagram describing a UserLogon service.
From the diagram we can see that there are five roles involved in the collaboration
(represented by boxes). We can also see the relationships that are needed between
these roles to achieve the goal of the collaboration. For example, Terminal is as-
sociated with TerminalClientSession, which in turn is a part of TerminalAgent
and it is associated with UserTerminalSession. The diagram also shows one inter-
esting aspect of UML collaborations: they can contain other sub-collaborations
in their definition, expressed as collaboration uses. When this happens, the roles
of the collaboration uses are bound to the roles of the container collaboration
(e.g. rr1 ’s requested role is bound to TerminalAgent). Collaboration uses en-
able a modular design with small collaborations as units of reuse. Modularity
is a well-proven approach to break down the complexity of systems; here we
use it to structure services. It also promotes separation of concerns and reuse.
These aspects are reflected in the UserLogon collaboration, which contains four
sub-collaborations, namely rr1, rr2, lo and ua. The two first, rr1and rr2, are
instances of a RoleRequest collaboration, while lo and ua are instances of a
Logon and a UserAuthenticate collaboration, respectively. We can see that the
RoleRequest collaboration has been reused. We also appreciate how separation
of concerns has been achieved by separately defining the interactions between
Terminal and TerminalClientSession, and between TerminalClientSession and
UserTerminalSession. Indeed, although logon and authentication protocols are



related, they are not exactly the same. For example, it may be perfectly pos-
sible for two different logon protocols to make use of the same authentication
protocol.
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Fig. 1. UML2.0 Collaboration for UserLogon Service

We have just seen the benefits of defining collaborations in terms of other
smaller collaborations. However, when looking at Fig. 1 we can guess how User-
Logon works, but we do not exactly know how it does it. Even if we know how
each of the four small sub-collaborations works in isolation, we do not know
how they work together. Does rr1 happen before lo or afterwards? Does lo fin-
ish before ua starts or do they overlap? Can lo succeed with independence of
what happens to ua or does it depend on its result? These are questions that we
have to answer if we really aim at composing collaborations, and we can do it
by explicitly describing the dependencies between collaborations, that is, their
inter-relationships.

Sanders [8] has proposed associating goals with services considered as col-
laborations as a means to express liveness properties. Event goals (e goals) are
desired events, while state goals (s goals) are properties of collaboration global
states that we wish to reach and entail combinations of role goals. Sanders found
that service goals may also be used to express the dependencies that exist be-
tween collaborations. These goals become then synchronization points between
collaborations. For example, we may say that when rr1 ’s goal is achieved, lo is
enabled, that is, it can happen. Following this approach the problem of show-
ing the dependencies between collaborations turns into the problem of show-
ing the dependencies between their goals, but we still miss a good solution to
show such dependencies. Sanders, for example, defined the goal of UserLogon



(s goal:userLoggedOn) as a logical AND-operation over the goals of its subor-
dinate collaborations, as depicted in Fig. 1. However, while such an expression
reveals that UserLogon only succeeds if all its subordinate collaborations also
succeed, it still does not tell us the order in which the collaboration goals are
achieved. To overcome that limitation Sanders also experimented with several
UML concepts to describe goal dependencies, such as activity diagrams and in-
teraction overview diagrams. These diagrams are good at expressing sequential
and parallel relationships, but they do not meet all our needs, since they fail
to express finer relationships between intermediate goals, as those existing when
two collaborations overlap. For example, in UML activity diagrams activities can
be nested, so if we represent collaborations as activities, it would be possible to
show (to some extent) that, for example, lo only succeeds if ua also succeeds,
by nesting ua inside lo. However it does not seem possible to show, for example,
that a collaboration starts, after certain time enables a second collaboration, and
from then on both run in parallel (see Fig. 3c).

Since UML diagrams do not meet all our needs, we have analysed Use Case
Maps to see if they offer better support for expressing goal dependencies, since
they are well known for their ability to explicitly capture inter-scenario relation-
ships. The result has been promising, since we have been able to successfully
describe several types of dependencies. Moreover, we have experimented with
the synthesis of state-machines for collaboration roles using the UCM informa-
tion to guide the process, and the results are again promising. We take a closer
look at these two aspects in the next sections.

3 UCMs for Describing the Goal-based Progress of
Collaborations and their Inter-Relationships

Use Case Maps (UCMs) [6,7] are a scenario-based graphical notation used to
describe causal relationships between responsibilities (e.g. tasks, actions, etc),
which may be bound to abstract components. Basically, UCMs order responsi-
bilities along a path and link causes (e.g. preconditions or triggering events) to
effects (e.g. post-conditions). With UCMs several scenarios can be easily inte-
grated in a single diagram. This is quite useful for showing interactions between
the scenarios and understanding their combined behaviour.

In Sect. 2 we argued that the dependencies between collaborations can be
expressed in terms of their goals. That is, by relating the event and state goals of
different collaborations we can effectively capture their inter-relationships. Our
aim is to use UCMs to:

1. describe the goal-based progress of each collaboration (i.e. the causal rela-
tionships between its event and state goals) in isolation;

2. integrate the individual UCMs into more elaborated diagrams that show the
dependencies between the individual collaborations.

An example is given in Fig. 2, where separated UCMs for the RoleRequest,
UserAuthenticate and Logon collaborations are shown on the upper-side, and
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Fig. 2. UCMs for the UserLogon Service

their integration into more complex UCMs for the UserLogon collaboration is
shown on lower-side. We will explain the dependencies expressed by these UCMs
in Sect. 3.2, but before we will briefly explain the basic UCM elements and how
we use them.



3.1 Basic UCM Notation

It is not the scope of this paper to explain how UCMs work, so we will just
briefly explain the UCM notational elements needed to understand the figures
and concepts presented here. Those notational elements are highlighted in Fig.
2. For a more detailed explanation of them, and of UCMS in general, please refer
to [6,7].

In the UCM notation paths (depicted as lines) represent scenario flows, so
we have used them to represent the lifeline of collaborations. They connect
start-points with responsibilities and end-points. A start-point (labeled with
ńcollaboration name.startż) is a pre-condition or triggering cause that symbol-
izes the beginning of a collaboration, while an end-point is a post-condition
representing one of its possible outcomes in terms of achievement or not of
its goal(s). End-points representing achievement of state goals are labeled with
ńcollaboration name.s goal:goal name ż, while those representing failure are la-
beled with ńcollaboration name.failż. Fig. 2a exemplifies the use of these nota-
tional elements. The figure shows a simple collaboration that, after starting, it
can reach any of two final states: one representing the achievement of its goal
(labeled rr.s goal:playing); the representing failure on achieving its goal (labeled
rr.fail).

Responsibilities are intended to represent generic tasks or actions. We use
them, however, to represent event goals, that is, to show that collaboration
achieve some progress (see Fig. 2c). Therefore, we interpret responsibilities as
“tasks to achieve some progress”. We understand that this use of responsibilities
is not completely rigorous, but we think it is acceptable1.

Static stubs can be used to better structure a large diagram. They are contain-
ers for sub-maps (called plug-ins) and, in our approach, represent collaboration
uses. This is an elegant way of representing the composition of a collaboration
from other subordinate collaborations. An example of the use of stubs can be
seen in Fig. 2d, where the UserLogon collaboration is composed of two other
collaborations, namely rr1 and loCC. The plug-ins for these collaborations are
shown in Figs. 2a and 2e respectively. Fig. 2d (at the sides) also shows how the
bindings between the inputs and outputs of a stub and the start- and end-points
of its plug-in are defined.

Waiting places are points where the path waits for an event to happen (e.g.
an arrival along a tangentially connected path or a connected end-point). They
constitute points where interactions with the environment or other paths can
happen, so they can be used to couple collaborations and so express causal
dependencies between them. As guard conditions for waiting places we use logical
expressions in terms of event and/or state goals of the triggering collaboration.
The use of waiting places is illustrated in Fig. 2e, where two waiting places are
shown. The first one (to the left) is activated when there is an arrival on the lo’s
path, that is, after lo achieves logonRequested progress. When this happens, the

1 If this interpretation was not acceptable we may use open waiting places (see [6])
instead of responsibilities



collaboration represented by the rr2 stub is enabled. The second waiting place
(to the right) is used to make the lo collaboration wait for the outcome of ua
and/or rr2.

AND-/OR- forks and joins can be used to, respectively, split and merge
paths.

3.2 Dependency Patterns

A side-effect of decomposing the interactions between components into small
collaborations is, as we have already pointed out, that the dependencies between
the resulting collaborations must be explicitly captured. The majority of these
dependencies can be classified as: sequential dependencies, if they impose a tem-
poral ordering between collaborations; or as goal dependencies, if the goal of a
collaboration depend on the goal(s) of other collaboration(s).

We can express collaboration dependencies using UCMs. To do it, we have
to couple the UCMs that represent each individual collaboration according to
the patterns that we present below.

Sequential Dependencies. Sequential dependencies impose a temporal order-
ing between collaborations. If a collaboration c2 depends sequentially on other
collaboration c1, we say that c1 enables c2. Two UCM patterns can be used to
express sequential dependencies between collaborations. The selection of the ap-
propriate pattern is made according to the nature of the condition that enables
the dependent collaboration.

If the collaboration c2 is enabled when c1 achieves (or not) its goal, the
appropriate end-point of c1 is connected with the start-point of c2 (see Fig. 3a).
In situations where stubs are used to represent collaborations, the appropriate
output of the “enabling” stub is interconnected with the input of the “enabled”
stub (see Figs. 3b and 2d).
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If the collaboration c2 is enabled when c1 achieves some progress (i.e. reaches
an event goal), the start-point of c2 is tangentially connected to the path of c1,
just after the responsibility representing the event goal that enables c2. ăNote
that if a stub is used to represent c2, its start-point is not directly connected to
the path of c1. However, this connection happens indirectly through an auxiliary
path with its start-point connected tangentially to c1 ’s path, and its end-point
merged with the input of the stub. This is shown in Fig. 3c, where c2, represented
by a stub, is enabled when c1 achieves event goal e1 (setting its value to true).
Note also that in order for the interconnection to be effective, the enabling point
waiting place2ămust have its guard condition set to c1.e goal:e1 == true. After
c2 is enabled, both collaborations, c1 and c2, run concurrently.

Goal Dependencies. A goal dependency exists when a collaboration depends
on the success of other collaboration(s) in order to achieve its own goal(s). This
dependency can be either total or partial. When a collaboration C has no own
behaviour, but its behaviour has been completely specified by reusing other
collaborations, we talk about total goal dependency. In this case, C ’s goal is
completely specified in terms of the other collaborations’ goals (e.g. C.goal =
c1.goal ∧ c2.goal). However, if the achievement of C ’s goal not only depends on
the achievement of other collaborations’ goals, but also on the progress achieved
by C itself, we talk about partial goal dependency.

We can show a total goal dependency using a UCM for the main collabo-
ration that does not include any responsibility, and in which the subordinate
collaborations are stubs. This is illustrated in Fig. 2d, where the UserLogon col-
laboration is composed of two other collaborations, namely rr1 (see Fig. 2a) and
loCC (see Fig. 2e). The interpretation of UserLogon’s UCM is as follows. When
UserLogon starts, rr1 is automatically enabled and runs to completion. If it fails
to achieve its goal, so does UserLogon. But if rr1 succeeds, loCC is enabled,
which also runs to completion. In the same way as before, if loCC fails, so does
UserLogon, but if it succeeds, UserLogon achieves its goal. Therefore, this UCM
tells us both the execution order of the collaborations and the goal dependency
that UserLogon maintains with rr1 and loCC.

According to Fig. 2d, UserLogon.fail = rr1.fail ∨ lo.fail . We may have given
a different meaning to UserLogon.fail (or even have defined several types of
failure) just by connecting the outputs of the stubs in a different manner, with
help of OR-joins and AND-joins.

Note also that UserLogon is a composition of rr1 and loCC, where loCC is
in turn a composition of rr2 and ua. This exemplifies how collaborations can be
nested in several levels.

A partial goal dependency can be illustrated applying the patterns depicted
in Fig. 4 or Fig. 5. The key aspect behind both patterns is the interconnection
of the collaboration UCMs by means of waiting places.

2 enabling point is actually a start-point, but start-points are special waiting places
for a stimulus to start a path
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Fig. 4 shows a case in which a subordinate collaboration c2 is enabled when
the main collaboration c1 achieves certain progress. Then c1 waits for c2 to run
to completion and, depending on c2 ’s goal outcome, c1 either succeeds itself
or not. This is the same type of dependency expressed in Fig. 2e, where the lo
collaboration is partially goal dependent on rr2 and ua collaborations.

There are four aspects that deserve explanation in this pattern:

1. There is no interaction between c1 and c2 other than the one at the be-
ginning and at the end of c2. That is, the subordinate collaboration, once
enabled, runs without interruption. It is therefore that we use a stub to
represent it.
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2. The subordinate collaboration is actually sequentially dependent on the main
collaboration. To express that its start-point is tangentially connected to the
path of the main collaboration, just after the responsibility that represents
the enabling event goal.

3. A waiting place is added to the main collaboration’s path at the point where
the end-point of the subordinate collaboration must be connected. The main
collaboration waits there for the subordinate one to finish.

4. Conditions expressed in terms of the subordinate collaboration success or
failure are added to the OR-joins of the main collaboration. By doing this
we join pre-conditions (related to the subordinate collaboration) with post-
conditions (related to the main collaboration).

The collaboration composition presented in Fig. 5 is slightly more complicated.
Here the collaborations do not only interact at the beginning and at the end of



the subordinate collaboration, but also at intermediate points of the latter collab-
oration’s lifetime. The only difference thus with the previous case is that we have
to interconnect the two collaborations at those intermediate points. This is done
by using the connectors illustrated in Fig. 5. They are paths with one or more
start-points, one end-point, and one waiting place connected to the end-point.
The start-points are connected to the enabling collaboration and the waiting-
place is inserted into the path of the enabled collaboration. Note that both the
main and the subordinate collaborations can adopt, at different times, the roles
of enabling and enabled collaborations, depending on the concrete interactions
that take place between them.

4 Towards Automatic Synthesis of State-Machines

The proposed service engineering process ends up with the translation from the
collaboration-oriented view, where a service is described as a collaboration, into
the object-oriented view, where the total behaviour of the service objects partic-
ipating in the service provision is described as state-machines. This translation
process basically consists on building the state-machines of the collaboration
roles and binding them to instances of objects. This could be a trivial step if
a collaboration was not decomposed into smaller sub-collaborations. However,
when decomposition is used, as it is the case for the UserLogon collaboration
presented in Fig. 1, the process is not so trivial. In the figure we see that an
object playing the TerminalClientSession role will indeed play four sub-roles3:
rr1, lo, rr2 and ua; each one in a different sub-collaboration. Therefore, we have
to compose the state-machines of those four sub-roles in order to synthesize the
behaviour of TerminalClientSession. We need to know then the order in which
the roles are played, and if their executions overlap or not. This information can
be extracted from the UCM describing the UserLogon collaboration (see Fig.
2d).

The synthesis process we present here allows to mechanically generate the
aforementioned state-machines. In Sect. 2 we mentioned that, in our approach,
the behaviour of each collaboration is described with sequence diagrams. These
diagrams are taken as input for the synthesis process, as well as the UCM rep-
resenting the service collaboration, which shows the dependencies between its
sub-collaborations. In the following we will refer to this UCM as “the composite
UCM”.

For each collaboration role, the process for synthesizing the state-machine
of an object playing that role consists of four steps. These are explained below,
and exemplified with the synthesis of a fraction of the state-machine of an object
playing the TerminalClientSession role:

3 The UML standard does not use the word sub-role when talking about collaboration
use roles that are bound to collaboration roles. However the informal interpretation
is that of roles of a role, or just sub-roles as we like to call them



1. Determine the sub-collaborations4 the object participates in. This is nec-
essary because the composite UCM may contain information about other
collaborations not relevant for this object, which should be ignored.
Store the collaboration names, together with the name of the role the object
plays in each collaboration, in a table, which we will refer to as the Role
Table. Table 1 is the Role Table for TerminalClientSession.

Table 1. Role Table for the TerminalClientSession

Collaboration Collaboration Role

rr1 invoked

lo loAgent

rr2 requestor

ua uaTerm

2. For each collaboration and role in Table 1, project its associated sequence
diagram into the lifeline of the role. This is done to obtain, for each role,
an automaton (still with goal information) describing its behaviour in the
collaboration. Note that this automaton may be stored in the collaboration,
to be reused in the future. This process is shown in Fig. 6 for some of the
sub-roles of TerminalClientSession.

3. Use the composite UCM (see Fig. 2) to guide the composition of the au-
tomata generated in step 3 into a state-machine. The UCM is traversed and
the automata (as a whole or in parts) are added to the final state-machine
attending to the events we find in the UCM’s paths. This is done according
to the algorithm described in the Appendix.

4. As a final step, suppress any state existing between consecutive input and
output transitions.

It should be noted that the synthesized state-machine is not complete, because
it does not include internal actions, which have to be added at a later stage by
the designer. We plan to look at how this can be done in future work.

4.1 An Example

In this section we illustrate how the state-machine of an object playing the Ter-
minalClientSession role can be intuitively synthesized from the joint information
provided by the composite UCM for UserLogon and the automata for the in-
voked, requestor, uaTerm and loAgent roles.

4 For the sake of simplicity, the prefix sub will be omitted in the following, but the
reader should be aware that when we say “collaboration” we really mean “sub-
collaboration”
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Looking at Fig. 2d, we see that just after UserLogon starts, the rr1 stub is
found. Its plug-in (see Fig. 2a) indicates that the rr1 collaboration starts. Since
TCS participates in rr1, playing the invoked role, we study the details of the
plug-in. It indicates that rr1 starts and runs to completion without interruptions,
so we add the whole automaton for the invoked role to the TCS state-machine



(see Fig. 7, step 1). After the rr1 stub, we find the loCC stub. When we look
at its plug-in (see Fig. 2e) we see that lo starts. TCS also participates in this
collaboration, where it plays the loAgent role. We therefore look at the details of
the plug-in and see that a responsibility corresponding to logonRequested event
goal is reached. As a result, we take, from the loAgent automaton, the tran-
sitions and states placed between the start symbol and the transition marked
with e goal:logonRequested (inclusive) and add them to the TCS state-machine
(see Fig. 7, step 2). Following the UCM we see that a new path containing two
stubs, namely rr2 and ua, is triggered, while lo waits at the rr2 uaWP waiting
place. These two stubs represent two collaborations which TCS participates in,
playing the requestor and uaTerm roles in them, respectively. Therefore, we add
the whole automaton for both the requestor and the uaTerm roles to the TCS
state-machine. Note, that the requestor ’s automaton is added after the transi-
tion marked with e goal:logonRequested (see Fig. 7, step 3), since the UCM’s
interpretation is that e goal:logonRequested enables rr2 and thus the requestor
role. The uaTerm’s automaton is added, in turn, after the state marked with
s goal:playing (see Fig. 7, step 4), since the UCM tells us that rr2.s goal:playing
enables ua. Following the UCM we arrive to the rr2 uaWP waiting place where
lo was waiting. That means that lo is enabled again. The UCM indicates that
if ua.s goal:userAuthenticated was achieved, lo achieves its own goal. Thus we
take, from the loAgent automaton, the transitions and states placed between the
transition marked with e goal:logonRequested (i.e. the point where we stopped
last time) and the state marked with s goal:loggedOn (inclusive) and add them
to the TCS state-machine. The addition is performed at the state marked with
ua.s goal:userAuthenticated in the TCS state-machine (see Fig. 7, step 5). In
much the same way, we take, from the loAgent automaton, the transitions and
states placed between the transition marked with e goal:logonRequested and the
state marked with fail (inclusive) and add them to the TCS state-machine, at
the states marked with rr2.fail or ua.fail (see Fig. 7, step 6).

The synthesis of the state-machine for TCS is now finished. However the
resulting state-machine is not totally correct. As a final step we need to suppress
any state existing between consecutive input and output transitions. This is also
shown in Fig. 7.

5 Related Work and Discussion

The idea of synthesizing state-machines/state-charts from scenario models is not
new, as demonstrated by the number of existing publications in this area. Quite
a few papers have been published proposing automatic synthesis approaches
that make use of extra information to guide the synthesis process, for example
[9,10,11,12,13]. Our approach is however not currently automated, but there is
nothing that prevents its automatization.

Leue et al. [9] use HMSCs to explicitly compose a set of MSCs from which
ROOM statecharts are synthesized. Mansurov and Zhukov[10] also use HMSCs in
their synthesis of SDL state-machines. HMSCs asbtract away the details of MSCs
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and give a high-level view of the relation between scenarios. The disadvantage,
however, of using HMSCs (and their UML counterparts Interaction Overview
Diagrams) is their lack of support for describing composition of overlapping sce-



narios, like for example those described by the Logon (lo) and UserAuthenticate
(ua) collaborations (see Figs. 1 and 6). To express the composition of these two
collaborations with a HMSC we should split the sequence diagram associated
with the Logon collaboration in two diagrams. By using UCMs to describe the
goal-oriented progress of collaborations we also abstract away the details of se-
quence diagrams, while we are able to describe the composition of overlapping
collaborations.

Krüger et al. [12] adopt a different approach for the synthesis of statecharts
from a set of MSCs. Instead of explicitly describing the composition of MSCs,
state information is included in them, so different MSCs are related on the basis
of similar states. This can be compared to our use of state and event goals,
which we include in the sequence diagrams associated with the collaborations
(see Fig. 6) to help during the synthesis process. However, in our approach, the
state and event goals are not shared between sequence diagrams belonging to
different collaborations, as it would be required in order to apply the Krüger
et al.’s approach. In contrast, we relate the goals of different collaboration by
means of UCMs. Our approach promotes, thus, reuse and separation of concerns
between scenarios, at the time that makes explicit their inter-relationships.

The approach by Whittle and Schumann [11] also advocates for including ex-
tra information in the scenarios in order to relate them. Pre- and post-conditions,
expressed in OCL, are used to give semantic to the messages of UML sequence
diagrams, from which UML state-charts are generated. The proposed synthesis
algorithm does not, however, support overlapping scenarios. This is the main
drawback of this approach. Other disadvantage is its low-level of abstraction,
since constraints are specified on a per-message basis. Its scalability could also
be argued, since its application to large systems with many scenarios and inter-
actions will probably be a tedious work. On the contrary, with UCMs it is easier
to inter-relate the scenarios (i.e. collaborations) of large systems in a structured
way.

Uchitel et al. [13] present an MSC language with semantics based on scenario
composition, state identification and label transition systems (LTS). They fur-
ther present an approach for synthesizing label transition systems (LTS) from a
set of scenarios described in their MSC language. This approach, as ours, tries
to combine the benefits of approaches using scenario composition, such as [9]
and [10], with the benefits of approaches using state identification, such as [12]
and[11]. Moreover, the authors show how their approach can be used to support
other synthesis approaches and make their assumptions explicit. The drawback
of Uchitel et al.’s approach is, however, its lack of support for overlapping sce-
narios.

A semi-automatic approach for the synthesis of UML state-charts from a set
of UML sequence diagrams is given by Mäkinen and Systä in [14]. In their ap-
proach no extra information is used to guide the synthesis process. UML sequence
diagrams are considered to represent example cases that can be treated in any
order. If an ambiguity is found during the synthesis, the user is consulted. This
approach recognizes the difficulty of precisely defining the dependencies between



scenarios, which, by its nature, are incomplete and many times overlapping. Spe-
cially interesting in this approach is the ability to discover ambiguities in a set
of scenarios. Its drawback, however, is the total absence of extra information to
guide the synthesis process, which makes it too dependent on the user. It would
be interesting to study how the approach we present here may benefit from the
ability to discover ambiguities of Mäkinen and Systä’s approach.

The work presented here is not the first one that uses UCMs for the synthesis
of state-machines from scenarios. In [15], [16] and [17] UCMs are also used for
that purpose. The differences with our approach lies, however, on the concrete
use of UCMs that is done. We use UCMs to describe the dependencies between
collaborations at a high level of abstraction. In contrast, Sales [16] uses UCMs
to describe SDL state-machines, while both Bordeleau [15] and He et al. [17]
use UCMS, at an initial stage, to capture the requirements of services. Then
UCMs are translated into MSCs, which are finally used to synthesize SDL state-
machines. The approach by He et al. [17] is fully automated, thanks partially
to the use of the UCMNav tool [18,19], which permits to graphically construct
UCMs and translate them into MSCs, as well as export the UCMs as XML files.
These files could be used in the automatization of our approach.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a service modeling approach that uses UML2.0 collaborations,
sequence diagrams and UCMs in a complementary way. UML collaborations are
used to describe services as a structure of roles collaborating to perform a task or
achieve a goal. They help to get a high-level view of services. The low-level details
of the collaborations are then given in the form of associated sequence diagrams
annotated with goal information. A strong feature of UML collaborations is
the possibility to compose them from other smaller sub-collaborations (by using
collaboration uses). This allows for a modular approach that promotes reuse and
separation of concerns. However, we argue that for such an approach to work,
collaboration dependencies must explicitly be described. We use UCMs for this
purpose. They are used to describe causal relationships between the event and
state goals of isolated collaborations and to effectively relate goals of different
collaborations.

Several patterns for the illustration of goal and sequential dependencies be-
tween collaborations using UCMs have been proposed. They are not intended to
cover all possible cases of dependencies, but just as a starting point in this way.

An experiment has been performed to synthesize the state-machine of a col-
laboration role from other smaller roles. As input for this process we have used
the information provided by the UML collaborations, in the form of sequence
diagrams, and the dependency information provided by a UCM. The results
have been satisfactory for small services, as the one presented here. However, we
need to experiment with other more complex services to really understand the
potential of our synthesis approach.



The work presented here is, however, at an early stage of maturity. Further
research has to be done in several directions. We are currently working with
the improvement and implementation of the synthesis algorithm. We are also
investigating rules for choosing appropriate event and state goals, as well as
studying the formalization of goals expressions in terms of temporal logic. We
would like to study further the classification of dependencies and their illustration
with UCMs, so as to make their scope larger. Finally, we would like to extend
our approach to the generation of Hierarchical State Machines, as we believe
they provide better support for evolving systems.
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Appendix: Synthesizing Algorithm

The algorithm presented here has not been tested thoroughly yet, so it may
contain some inconsistencies. The algorithm steps should therefore be taken as
guidelines, rather than as strict steps.

We present guidelines for a recursive algorithm. First, state-machines for
the inner-most stubs are synthesized. These are stubs whose plug-ins do not
contain other stubs. The state-machines are synthesized following steps 1 - 9
(see below). Once the state-machines for the inner-most stubs are synthesized,
the state-machines for their container UCMs, up to the composite UCM, can
be synthesized following steps again steps 1 - 9 (see below). Note that state-
machines are only synthesized for those UCMs whose start-point refers to one
of the collaborations in the Role Table.

The algorithm uses the following variables:

– currentRole: stores the name of the collaboration role we are dealing with.
– currentUCM : stores the name of the currently active collaboration
– currentRoleState[currentRole] : array that for each collaboration role stores

the name of the last automatons state added to the object’s state-machine.
Initialized to “start”.



– currentSMState[currentUCM] : array that for each collaboration/UCM stores
the name of the state where other states and transitions can be added. Ini-
tialized to “start”.

– ucmsCurrentPoint[currentUCM] : array that for each UCM stores the last
processed element. Initialized to “start-point”.

And it consists of the following 9 steps:

1. Set currentRole to the collaboration role that the object plays in the collab-
oration that the UCM/stub represents and currentUCM to that UCM/stub.
Go to step 2.

2. Traverse currentUCM ’s path, starting at ucmsCurrentPoint[currentUCM],
until a responsibility, a waiting place (either belonging to the path or tan-
gentially connected to it), an OR-fork, an end-point or a stub is found. If a
responsibility is found go to step 3. If a waiting place is found go to step 4.
If an OR-fork is found go to step 6. If an end-point is found go to step 8.
And if a stub is found go to step 9.

3. For the currentRole’s automaton, take the states and transitions between
(but not including) currentRoleState[currentRole] and the transition marked
with the responsibility’s event goal. Add these states and transitions, to-
gether with the event goal transition and its succeeding state, to the cur-
rentUCM ’s state-machine at currentSMState[currentUCM]. Update curren-
tRoleState[currentRole] and currentSMState[currentUCM], and set ucmsCur-
rentPoint[currentUCM] pointing to the just handled responsibility. Go to
step 2.

4. If the waiting place is tangentially connected to the path (i.e. other collabora-
tion is enabled), a search for a second waiting place, this time inserted in the
current path, is performed. If it is found, a partial goal dependency pattern
has been encountered. Go to step 5. If it is not found, or a new tangentially
connected waiting place is found, a sequential dependency pattern has been
encountered. The enabling collaboration and the enabled one run then con-
currently. A composite state with concurrent sub-states (or two orthogonal
regions in UML) should preferably be used to represent this behaviour. This
treatment is left as further work.

5. If the path between the first and the second waiting place is not empty (i.e.
any responsibility, stub or other element is found) both the enabling and the
enabled collaborations run concurrently for a while. At the time of writing
this paper we have not yet decided the best way of dealing with this situa-
tion. This is left as further work.
Otherwise, if the path between the first and the second waiting place is
empty, set ucmsCurrentPoint[currentUCM] pointing to the second waiting
place and synthesize an automaton for the just enabled collaboration, ac-
cording to steps 1 - 9 (the automaton is not necessarily synthesized for the
whole collaboration, but maybe just for a part of the collaboration, which is
represented by a fragment of its UCM enclosed between two waiting places).
Add the synthesized automaton to the currentUCM ’s state-machine. To do



it, eliminate the start symbol of the automaton and merge each of its succeed-
ing states with a state of currentUCM ’s state-machine in the following way:
if the automaton state is labeled, merge it with a state of currentUCM ’s
state-machine with the same label; if the automaton state is not labeled,
merge it with the state pointed by currentSMState[currentUCM]. Update
currentSMState[currentUCM], so it points to the last added state which is
not labeled with any state goal or fail, and go to 2.

6. Set ucmsCurrentPoint[currentUCM] pointing to the OR-fork. Check if cur-
rentRoleState[currentRole] precedes a choice. If so, go to 7. If not, traverse
the currentRole’s automaton, starting at currentRoleState[currentRole],
searching for a choice. If a choice is found, take the currentRole’s automa-
ton states and transitions between currentRoleState[currentRole] and
the state preceding the choice and add them (except the first state) to
the currentUCM ’s state-machine at currentSMState[currentUCM]. Update
currentSMState[currentUCM] and go to 7. If a choice is not found,
it means that the OR-fork describes aspects of other collaboration
role. Take then all the currentRole’s automaton states and transitions from
currentRoleState[currentRole] and add them to the currentUCM ’s state-
machine at currentSMState[currentUCM]. The state-machine for currentUCM
is finished.

7. For each of the fork’s outgoing paths, synthesize an automaton according
to steps 1 - 9. Eliminate the start symbol and label the first state with the
guard condition of the path. If there is no guard condition, the state is not
labeled. Return to previous active step.

8. For the currentRole’s automaton, take all the states and transitions from
(and including) currentRoleState[currentRole] to the state marked with the
end-point’s goal/fail. Add these states and transitions to the currentUCM ’s
state-machine at currentSMState[currentUCM]. If there are no more paths
in the UCM, the state-machine for currentUCM is finished, otherwise return
to previous active step.

9. If the stub does not represent a collaboration in Role Table, bypass it and go
to step 2. Otherwise, add the stub’s state-machine (without the start state) to
the currentUCM ’s state-machine. If the stub is enabled by an event goal (i.e
a responsibility), the addition is done at the state succeeding the transition
marked with the event goal. If the stub is enabled by a state goal (i.e. and
end-point), the addition is done at the state marked with the state goal. If
the stub is enabled by a start-point labeled with a start label, the addition
is done at the currentUCM ’s state-machine start state. Go to step 2.


